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The Mobile MPO’s TCC/CAC met this week, and there was lots on the agenda, including “Mobile’s Traffic and COVID”; see Mobile MPO
Updates. Big news this week as the U.S. Census Bureau Published the Proposed Urban Area Criteria for the 2020 Census. Also In The News,
the Bankhead Tunnel is getting worked on, and US 31 in Spanish Fort is seeing progress. Several new Funding Opportunities this month
(see Funding Opportunities). This week’s Legislative Updates talks a lot about electric vehicles, as gas tax revenues fall short of
infrastructure needs. This week’s Just For Fun is an “advancement”, as the Ides of March approach; have a great weekend.
Check out ALGO Traffic before you travel!
www.mobilempo.org

·
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Check us out on FACEBOOK; SARPC Transportation Video, this is what we do HERE
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Mobile MPO Updates

Contact Us
http://www.mobilempo.org Meetings announced: The Mobile MPO will meet virtually on March 10, 2021, 10:00AM
th
transportation@sarpc.org The Mobile MPO Technical Coordinating Committee/Citizen Advisory Committee (TCC/CAC) met on Wednesday, February 24 , 2021 at
10:00 am via GoToMeeting.com, to make recommendations to the MPO Policy Board. The tentative agenda is as followed:
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1. Call to Order
2. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) STPAA, Mobile County, 100044866 Gopher
Tortoise Mitigation Habitat Development $300,000 Resolution 21-001
3. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) STPMB (CN) - New Alignment of CR-25 (McFarland
Road) From CR-28 (Old Pascagoula Road) to CR-358 (Three Notch Road) $13,100,000 Resolution 21-002
4. Delete 100056130; ( UT ); BR; Replace Bridge, Bin 008714, SR-16 (US-90) Westbound Over Tensaw-Spanish River. Resolution 21003
5. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) FTA 5310 funds to include the Program of Projects
Resolution 21-004:
City of Satsuma ($33,085 Federal/$33,085 Local); Via Health and Fitness Center ($38,400 Federal/$9,600 local) and the South
Alabama Regional Planning Commission for program administration ($31,736 Federal/$0 Local)
6. Approval of the FY2020-2023 Human Services Coordinated Transportation Plan Resolution 21-005
7. Review report of the Mobile MPO Pubic Participation Process. (No Resolution)
8. Approve modification to the Mobile MPO Public Participation Plan (PPP), which outlines the public involvement procedures for the
Mobile MPO transportation documents, to include the Limited English Proficiency Plan. Resolution 21-006
9. Modification of the 2021 Unified Planning Work Program to account for a Mobile Area Wide Major Road Plan, in regards to Mobile
County and it’s connectivity to all municipal planning documents. Resolution 21-007
10. Approve updated performance measures for Transit Asset Management, Transit Safety, PM1 (Safety), and PM 3 (Congestion and
Freight) Resolution 21-008
11. Approve modification to the Mobile MPO Bylaws creating MPO Vice Chairperson Resolution 21-009
12. Approve modification to the Mobile TCC/CAC Bylaws creating TCC/CAC Vice Chairperson Resolution 21-010
13. Discussion of FHWA Notice N4510.851 – Apportionment of Highway Infrastructure Program Funds Pursuant to the Coronavirus
Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021: $3,193,942 Highway/ $55,000 Transit apportioned to Mobile MPO
(No Resolution)
14. Discussion on the I-10 Mobile River Bridge (No Resolution)
15. Old Business
16. New Business
17. Adjourn

Covid-19 in Mobile County Preliminary Findings of Traffic Pattern Impacts
South Alabama
Regional Planning
Commission
110 Beauregard St
Mobile, Alabama
36602
(251) 433-6541

Mobile MPO Staff recently analyzed the traffic patterns in Mobile, and how COVID -19 effected the volume, speeds, and crashes from 20192020. This presentation is the MPO’s interpretation of data provided by ALDOT.
In terms of impacts on travel patterns, the following were the impacts of COVID-19.
• Traffic volumes reduced considerably
• Speeds reduced slightly
• Crashes dropped significantly

HERE is the entire presentation .

SARPC staff have been working on statistics concerning how COVID-19 has affected travel patterns in the Mobile Urbanized area. For information on
these statistics and travel patterns please contact ajohnson@sarpc.org

ENVISION 2045 IS THE LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP)
The LRTP is multimodal in scope, and is based on public input, and a travel demand forecast model. In 2019, an online survey was
conducted with almost 150 respondents. Questions ranged from where is the worst congestion, what roads need improvements,
problems with the transit systems, etc. There were a lot of comments about the I-10 Mobile River Bridge and the potential for tolls. Prior
to the online survey, staff also conducted a South Alabama Freight Forum, which was an opportunity to hear from large manufacturers
and trucking companies, to find out what the top issues are concerning the movement of freight in South Alabama. The Bicycle /
Pedestrian plan was updated, and the public transit section was authored by the Wave Transit, less the Demand Response Transit Study.
The Climate Change element, or Extreme Event Planning, remained almost unchanged from Destination 2040 LRTP.
The LRTP Envision 2045 was adopted by the Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization on April 22, 2020.
More information on the new plan can be found at https://www.envision2045.org/

FY 2020-2023 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) NOW ONLINE
The TIP represents a four year program (2020-2023) for improvements in the various transportation systems located within the Mobile
study area as identified in the Mobile MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), the twenty-five year plan for the Mobile Urban area.
The LRTP establishes the transportation programs that are needed to meet travel demand by the study year and study area. LRTP projects
that become funded are moved into the TIP and submitted to the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT), where they are

programmed into the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). For MPO projects, TIP project selection is based on priorities
established by MPO member governments and the availability of funds through the Surface Transportation Attributable program. For
other projects, ALDOT has discretion of project funding based on availability of funds from various types of funding categories. Most
often, projects in the TIP are derived from the LRTP. The TIP guides ALDOT in its annual allocation of funds for transportation
improvements and becomes a part of the STIP.
ArcGIS Online is now being utilized by MPO staff to map all federally funded surface transportation projects within our area. Check it out
HERE.

Recent Scheduling Changes This Week for Mobile
None this week.

South Alabama RPO Updates
The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission (SARPC) met in October using the GoToMeeting app. The agenda included:
•
•

Adoption of the minutes of the previous meeting (these will be sent out soon)
Review and adoption of the Fiscal Year 2021 Work Program (available for review online at:
http://mobilempo.org/RPO/RPO%20Documents/2021%20Documents/Draft%20FY%202021%20RPO%20Work%20Program.pdf

•

Review and adoption of the Fiscal Years 2020-2023 Human Services Coordinated Transportation Plan (available for review
online at:
http://mobilempo.org/Documents/Planning/FY2021/2020-2023%20HSCTP%20for%20SARPC.pdf

The RPO Transportation Plan Project List (available for review online at http://www.mobilempo.org/RPODocuments.html SARPC
Rural Planning Organization

Projects in Region Let February 26th, 2021
MOBILE COUNTY
For constructing the Bridge (Grading, Drainage, Pavement and Bridge) on CR-63 (Wilmer-Georgetown Road) over Future SR-42 (US-98)
with a Jughandle Interchange onto Future SR-42 (US-98) southwest of Wilmer. Length 0.530 mi.The Bracket Estimate on this project is
from $8,793,150 to $10,747,183 .
BALDWIN COUNTY
For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, Guardrail Steel Blockout Replacement, and Traffic Stripe on SR-3 (US-31) from the junction of
Church Street in Stapleton to the South City Limits of Bay Minette. Length 7.380 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this project is from $3,015,579
to $3,685,708.
For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, Guardrail Steel Blockout Replacement, and Traffic Stripe on SR-16 (US-90) from 0.190 mile east of the
Tensaw River Bridge to east of the Blakeley River Bridge in Spanish Fort. Length 4.615 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this project is from $2,763,523 to
$3,377,639 .

ESCAMBIA COUNTY
None at this time.

What’s Under Construction? Project Status

Legislative Updates
House Transportation Republicans Urge Bipartisan Policymaking
Eugene Mulero | Senior Reporter
February 22, 2021 12:00 PM, EST
Although Democrats have the votes to send to the White House legislation sans Republicans, albeit procedurally, there’s been talk about
bipartisanship on the major stuff.
During his inaugural address, President Joe Biden pointed to bipartisanship as a pillar for governance. Other top Democrats echoed the
sentiment. Then, if congressional Democrats, in the majority for the next two years, intend to advance a big-ticket infrastructure package
with bipartisan support, they’ll need Republicans to do so.
It’s an obvious observation — and one Republicans are reminding Democrats about.
Shortly after the House transportation panel handed off pandemic aid recommendations to the Budget Committee, transportation
Republican policymakers called the process partisan. They said that, for the most part, their input was rebuffed.
They observed, “During this time of great uncertainty for Americans, we should be providing sound budget policy targeted precisely where
funds are necessary.”
“Other COVID[-19] relief packages have come together with bipartisan development and support, and we are truly disappointed that we
cannot continue working together in the same manner due to the partisan path directed by the speaker of the House,” the House
Transportation & Infrastructure GOP wrote in a “minority dissenting views” memo Feb. 17.
The authors included Rep. Sam Graves, a Missouri Republican who serves as the panel’s ranking member.
For emphasis, the Republicans detailed bipartisan efforts during the panel’s consideration of aid recommendations they said were rejected
by Democrats.
Transportation & Infrastructre Committee-disenting-View by Transport Topics on Scribd

“Republicans stood prepared to debate and negotiate budget priorities in good faith. However, in the [U.S.] House of Representatives,
Speaker [Nancy] Pelosi decided to begin this Congress by ignoring the input of more than 200 House members and moving forward with a
hastily drafted multitrillion-dollar spending measure,” the memo also said.
House managers this week, in fact, plan to press ahead with a nearly $2 trillion COVID-19 aid package via strict budget rules. To actually
pass such legislation, Democrats will need to unify. This elevates the profile of several not-so-liberal conservative-esque Democrats. Think,
Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.).
Biden and the leadership on Capitol Hill continue to signal interest in presenting to the public a big-ticket, climate change-centric,
transformative infrastructure plan.
We just have to wait until a new round of COVID-19 relief is enacted into law, which could occur as early as this month. And, to paraphrase
Graves & Co., it’s not bipartisan if Democrats legislate alone.

Biden orders review of transportation sector
Administration directive also includes review of supply chain for large-capacity electric vehicle batteries
John Gallagher February 24, 2021
An executive order to be signed Wednesday by President Joe Biden includes a one-year review of transportation networks as well as a
review of supply chains for four products considered critical in addressing national emergencies.
As FreightWaves reported earlier this month, Biden planned to use an executive order to make good on a campaign promise to review
critical supply chains and reduce American dependence on imports for pandemic-related equipment and materials.
According to a fact sheet released Wednesday on the order, “Securing America’s Critical Supply Chains,” the administration is calling for a
review of the “transportation industrial base and supply chains for agricultural commodities and food production.” Four other industrialbase sectors in the order include defense, public health and biological preparedness, information and communications technology (ICT),
and energy.
The fact sheet notes that agencies and departments – which could include the U.S. Department of Transportation – will also be required to
identify locations of key manufacturing and production assets and the role of transportation systems in supporting supply chains.
“While we cannot predict what crisis will hit us, we should have the capacity to respond quickly in the face of challenges,” the fact sheet
states. “The United States must ensure that production shortages, trade disruptions, natural disasters and potential actions by foreign
competitors and adversaries never leave the United States vulnerable again. Today’s action delivers on the president’s campaign
commitment to direct his administration to comprehensively address supply chain risks.”
In addition to the one-year transportation-sector review, the order also directs a more immediate 100-day review across federal agencies
to address supply chain vulnerabilities for four products:
•

•
•

•

Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). “APIs are the part of a pharmaceutical product that contains the active drug. In recent
decades, more than 70% of API production facilitators supplying the U.S. have moved offshore. This work will complement the
ongoing work to secure supply chains needed to combat the COVID-19 pandemic.”
Critical minerals. “From rare earths [minerals] in our electric motors and generators to the carbon fiber used for airplanes – the
United States needs to ensure we are not dependent upon foreign sources…in times of national emergency.”
Semiconductors and advanced packaging. “The United States is the birthplace of this technology and has always been a leader
in semiconductor development. However, over the years we have underinvested in production – hurting our innovative edge –
while other countries have learned from our example and increased their investments in the industry.”
Large capacity batteries, such as those used in electric vehicles. “While the U.S. is a net exporter of electric vehicles, we are not
a leader in the supply chain associated with electric battery production. The U.S. could better leverage our sizable lithium reserves
and manufacturing know-how to expand domestic battery production.”

Funding remains a hurdle for latest highway bill push
Comments foreshadow challenges as gas tax revenues fall short of infrastructure needs
By Jessica Wehrman
Posted February 24, 2021 at 4:38pm
The ranking Republican on the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Wednesday cautioned against trying to pay for a massive
infrastructure bill through the budget reconciliation process, saying it could put at risk one of the few policy areas where both Republicans
and Democrats agree.
The comments by Sen. Shelley Moore Capito of West Virginia could foreshadow what will likely be the most insurmountable hurdle to any
infrastructure bill: money. The Highway Trust Fund, which is paid for through federal gas taxes, has not sufficed in paying for highway needs,
and has required $140 billion in transfers from general revenue since 2008, according to the Tax Policy Center. That fund pays for both
highways and transit.
“The strong bipartisan support that exists for a surface transportation reauthorization bill and other infrastructure legislation should not
extend to a multi-trillion dollar package that is stocked full with ideologically driven, one-size-fits-all policies that tie the hands of states and
communities,” she warned during what will likely be the first of many hearings on infrastructure legislation.

She added that she felt she needed to make the cautionary comments in light of unspecified statements Senate Budget Chairman Bernie
Sanders, I-Vt., made to the media “on the direction the bill may go,” she said.
The collapse of the highway bill would stand in contrast to the five-year, $287 billion measure that the Senate EPW committee
approved unanimously in July 2019. That bill, though universally praised in committee, never received a floor vote in the Senate, forcing
Congress to extend the current highway law through October 2021.
Since then, the committee leadership has changed hands, with a new chairman, Sen. Thomas R. Carper, D-Del., and Capito both indicating
they’d start a new bill from scratch.
There’s little appetite to increase the 18.3-cent-per-gallon federal tax for gasoline or 24.3-cent tax for diesel and kerosene, even though the
rate has not increased since 1993. President Joe Biden has vowed not to increase taxes on those making less than $400,000 a year, and
Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg, who signaled at his confirmation hearing a willingness to look at all options, later clarified through
a spokesman that he was not willing to raise the gas tax.
The tax is rapidly becoming obsolete, Sens. Kevin Cramer, R-N.D., and Lindsey Graham, R-S.C. pointed out during the hearing.
Cramer, noting that the boom of electric vehicle production and revenue stream created by the gas tax “obviously intersect and conflict at
some point,” asked witnesses Victoria Sheehan, president of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, and
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer what they envisioned for a future funding source for highways.
Both witnesses punted, saying Congress would have to make that decision, with Sheehan adding that she doesn’t “envy you the challenging
work you have ahead of you to identify a sustainable source of revenue for the Highway Trust Fund.”
'Major societal change'
Graham was blunter, noting General Motors' plan to stop producing gas-powered vehicles by 2035. “That is a major societal change,” he
said. “Whatever we do with the trust fund, we need to capture the fact that most cars by the middle of the century, 2050, probably won't
run on gasoline. That’ll be good for the environment, but it will certainly require us to put new infrastructure in place and redesign the trust
fund.”
Carper, who indicated he wants to mark up the bill no later than Memorial Day, vowed to craft a bill with a sustainable method of paying
for it, signaling he’ll support a pilot program that would shift the nation to charging vehicles based on miles traveled rather than through
the federal gas tax.
But he cautioned that the committee would need “a bridge or more likely several bridges” to get to a full deployment of a vehicle-milestraveled fee system. The Senate Finance Committee has jurisdiction over how to pay for the highway bill, which it never took up in the last
Congress, and Carper called on that committee — as well as Senate Commerce, which oversees safety, and Senate Banking, which oversees
transit — to engage in the process quickly.
Sanders was silent on how to pay for the bill during the hearing, simply emphasizing the need to repair crumbling roads and bridges and
arguing an infusion of dollars in federal infrastructure would rejuvenate the economy. “Count me in,” he said, adding “in the very divided
political climate in this country I think we can come together at least on this issue.”
Sen. Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich., hinted at a big infrastructure push, asking witnesses what the impact would be of investing the entire $836
billion backlog for highways and bridges and $122 billion in transit.
“It would create immediate economic stimulus across the country,” Sheehan replied. “Jobs in transportation are good-paying jobs and given
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, investing in infrastructure will truly help us build back better.”

Automakers Say They’re Ready to Pull the Plug on Fossil Fuel
SANDY SMITH FEBRUARY 24, 2021
President Joe Biden has spent just about all of his first month in office working to remove all traces of Trump policy in a wide range of areas, from foreign
affairs to immigration to the environment to transportation. Those last two items are intimately linked, as transportation vehicle emissions make more
than a non-trivial contribution to greenhouse-gas buildup. The majority of those emissions come from cars and trucks, and the administration has set
as one of its goals making the nation’s transportation system a net-zero-carbon emitter.
The auto industry had already indicated it was willing to go where the Trump administration wasn’t by forming the Alliance for Automotive Innovation
last year. Now, that group has issued a statement saying it is committed to working with the Biden administration on its carbon-emissions-reduction
goals, including making all the vehicles they produce emission-free.
Transit vehicles are headed in that direction too: even though the battery-powered electric buses now operating in a number of U.S. cities are having
teething pains, interest in the technology continues to run high. Indianapolis had as its goal running its planned bus-rapid-transit network with all-electric
buses before the local transit authority, IndyGo, canceled an order for more buses for extensions last year. But now, even the system extensions
themselves are in jeopardy: a bill now working its way through the Indiana legislature that would penalize IndyGo and even ban future BRT lines if the
current Red Line fails to meet revenue targets.
And speaking of revenue: Ever since the 1970s, a portion of the federal tax on motor fuel has gone towards building and maintaining mass transit
infrastructure, and most states with large cities in them have also diverted a portion of their state gas taxes towards non-highway transportation. A
Washington state legislator concerned about deteriorating roads now proposes the same thing in reverse: His bill would impose taxes and surcharges
on bicyclists and mass transit riders to pay for road repairs.

Funding Opportunities

U.S. Department of Transportation Announces FY 2021 Round of the Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA)
Grant Program (deadline 3/19/2021)
WASHINGTON – The U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) today announced it is seeking applicants for the FY 2021 round of the
Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) discretionary grant program to fund transportation projects of national and regional
significance that are in line with the Biden Administration’s principles for national infrastructure projects that result in good-paying jobs,
improve safety, apply transformative technology, and explicitly address climate change and racial equity. The funding available for this
year’s grants totals approximately $889 million.
The Department recognizes the role that infrastructure investment plays in economic development and job creation, and the added
urgency of this funding at time when the COVID-19 pandemic has put stress on state and local budgets.
“As we work to recover and emerge from this devastating pandemic stronger than before, now is the time to make lasting investments in
our nation’s infrastructure,” said Secretary Buttigieg. “We are committed to not just rebuilding our crumbling infrastructure, but building
back in a way that positions American communities for success in the future—creating good paying jobs, boosting the economy, ensuring
equity, and tackling our climate crisis. The INFRA grant program is a tremendous opportunity to help achieve these goals."
For the first time, the USDOT seeks INFRA projects that address climate change and environmental justice. Projects will be evaluated on
whether they were planned as part of a comprehensive strategy to address climate change, or whether they support strategies to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions such as deploying zero-emission-vehicle infrastructure or encouraging modal shift and a reduction in vehiclemiles-traveled.
Racial equity will also be considered as a selection criterion, to the extent that project sponsors have completed equity-focused community
outreach, and projects are designed to benefit underserved communities. The Department will also consider whether the project is located
in a federally designated community development zone, including qualified Opportunity Zones, Empowerment Zones, Promise Zones, or
Choice Neighborhoods.
USDOT seeks projects that apply innovative technology, delivery, or financing methods with proven outcomes to deliver projects in a cost
effective manner. The Department will make awards under the INFRA program to both large and small projects. For a large project, the
INFRA grant must be at least $25 million. For a small project, the grant must be at least $5 million. Under statutory requirements, 10
percent of available funds are reserved for small projects, and the Department must award at least 25 percent of funding for rural
projects. INFRA grants may be used to fund a variety of components of an infrastructure project, however, the Department is specifically
focused on projects in which the local sponsor is significantly invested and is positioned to proceed rapidly to construction. Eligible INFRA
project costs may include: reconstruction, rehabilitation, acquisition of property (including land related to the project and improvements to
the land), environmental mitigation, construction contingencies, equipment acquisition, and operational improvements directly related to
system performance.
The INFRA NOFO also announces the creation of the “INFRA Extra” Program, which will identify competitive INFRA applicants who do not
receive an INFRA award and authorize them to seek a Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998 (TIFIA) loan up to
49 percent of their project cost.
The Department will post and respond to questions related to the expanded INFRA program criteria, and post notices of upcoming
webinars for stakeholders through this site and at INFRAgrants@dot.gov.
This NOFO will remain open through Friday, March 19, 2021.
FY 2021 INFRA NOFO.pdf

INFRA 2021 How to Apply Webinar: Monday, February 22, 2021, 2:00-4:00pm EST.
Registration link: https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/es7584ig2rl2/event/event_info.html
-INFRA 2021 Preparing A Benefit Cost Analysis Webinar: Wednesday, February 24, 2021, 2:00-4:00pm EST.
Registration link: https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/e63zsqbjenqg/event/event_info.html
-INFRA 2021 How to Apply Webinar (second offering): Monday, March 1, 2021, 3:00-5:00pm EST.
Registration link: https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/egxzctky4m9i/event/event_info.html

Mobile Urbanized AREA FY 2022 Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
Announcement and Documents

deadline noon, Friday, May 14th, 2021 (This is not ALDOTs Call For Projects)

Announcement
Instructions and Guidelines
Application
Ranking Process
For information regarding the FY 2022 Mobile Urbanized Area Call For Projects please contact:
Mr. Tom Piper
tpiper@sarpc.org
(251)706-4622

ELIGIBLE ITEMS
▪

Streetscape Improvements are eligible and should include items such as sidewalk replacement, landscaping, pedestrian
lighting, etc. These enhancements must be located in the downtown area (central business district in front of store
fronts). This is the only instance where replacement of deteriorated sidewalks is an eligible item.

▪

Curb Cut -to achieve ADA compliance.

▪

Lighting when it is decorative landscape or pedestrian lighting. Lighting is limited to 30%of the project cost. ·

▪

Landscaping as included in a streetscape project.

▪

Signs if there is a direct relationship
destination/distance/direction signs.

to

the

project:

Examples

include

historic

interpretation

or

▪

Fencing for safety purposes only.

▪

Paving is approved on a case-by-case basis for repair of a street that may have been unavoidably damaged in the course
of the enhancement project.

▪

Historic streets may be restored or preserved.

▪

Drainage is approved on a case-by-case basis where it is required for construction of the project. Drainage is limited to
a small percentage of the overall project.

▪

Project Oversight- Construction engineering and inspection: Examples include: certified concrete, architectural,
landscaping, and construction inspection, etc. Oversight is limited to 15% of the project cost. If the sponsor chooses to
hire a consultant for project oversight, they must follow ALDOT's latest consultant selection procedures.

SRC Seeks Applications for Improved Passenger Rail Stations Along Gulf Coast High Speed
Rail Corridor (deadline March 5 , 2021)
th

The Southern Rail Commission issued a notice of funding availability and is soliciting applications from Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama
communities along the federally designated Gulf Coast High Speed Rail corridor for restored or improved passenger rail stations and
surrounding areas.
The application deadline is 5:00 p.m. CST Monday, March 5, 2021. The pre-proposal conference call is scheduled for 2:00 p.m. CST Friday,
Feb. 5, 2021. To join the call, dial 425.436.6200. The passcode is 100535.
Communities must identify needs and improvements to rail station areas that will ensure safe access and better connectivity to and from
the station, improve convenience for riders, develop new facilities and leverage the economic opportunity of station redevelopment.
The SRC has access to $724,385 in congressional funding for improvements to the Gulf Coast HSR corridor in Louisiana, Mississippi and
Alabama. The commission is seeking applications from municipalities, metropolitan planning organizations, transit authorities, parishes,
tribes and other governmental entities that intend to improve or construct rail station facilities, and plan for station area development that
supports the passenger rail service.
Eligible projects include station and station area planning, design and construction, and multimodal station connections, including upgrades
for disabled riders.
The stations must be along the federally designated Gulf Coast HSR corridor. A 50% minimum match is required and must be available for
obligation at the time of grant application. An in-kind match will be eligible, but greater consideration will be given to applications with cash
match. No federal funds can be used as matching revenue.
For more information regarding the NOFA and how to apply, click here or visit southernrailcommission.org

New CDBG GRANT Program
To Address COVID-19 Impacts (currently no deadline)
The Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA) is in the process of developing a special Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) grant program to address COVID-19 impacts.
DETAILS: Currently, no application deadline, grant ceilings or other program details have been finalized.
MORE DETAILS WILL BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE; however, please download the guide below to get started and identify potential
partners as needed.
CLICK HERE to download the Quick Guide to CDBG Eligible Activities to Support Infectious Disease Response that will assist applicants to
begin thinking about possible project needs.
Please note that applications to the CDBG program must be in the name of a local government as the applicant/grantee.
Partnerships and agreements with other agencies/entities, etc. can be developed as necessary. CDBG projects must also benefit primarily
low and moderate-income people and this requirement will likely remain for the new funds.
RESOURCES/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The Department has technical assistance providers that may be available to assist grantees in their implementation of CDBG Funds for
activities to prevent or respond to the spread of infectious disease.
Please contact your local CPD Field Office Director to request technical assistance from HUD staff or a TA provider.
Submit your questions to:
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov
COVID-19 (“Coronavirus”) Information and Resources: https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus
CPD Program Guidance and Training: https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/
EDA CARES ACT RECOVERY ASSISTANCE (currently no deadline)
OVERVIEW
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, signed into law by President Donald J. Trump on March 27, 2020, provides
the Economic Development Administration (EDA) with $1.5 billion for economic development assistance programs to help communities
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
EDA CARES Act Recovery Assistance, which is being administered under the authority of the bureau’s flexible Economic Adjustment
Assistance (EAA) (PDF) program, provides a wide-range of financial assistance to communities and regions as they respond to and recover
from the impacts of the pandemic.

Opportunity Zones
EDA's Opportunity Zone Web Page
EDA now has an EDA Opportunity Zone Web page for economic development stakeholders and others to use as a resource to further
help foster job creation and attract private investment to support development in economically distressed areas across the United States.

Section 5307, 5310, and 5311: Using Non-DOT Funds for Local Match
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Administration for Community Living (ACL) has worked with the National Aging
and Disability Transportation Center to clarify the ability of grantees to use Older Americans Act Title IIIB Supportive Services Funds to
match Federal Transit Administration (FTA) programs. These FTA programs include Urbanized Area Formula Grants (Section 5307),
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and People with Disabilities (Section 5310), and Formula Grants for Rural Areas (Section 5311). This
information has been publicized HERE
To stay up to date on all of the many grants that are available visit www.grants.gov.

Just For Fun (THIS IS SATIRE, AND JUST FOR FUN)
Technology failed the Mobile MPO, a couple times this week. Either operator error or ghosts in the machine, we had
some problems at our meetings. BUT, we can be grateful that we live in these times of technological innovations.
The Texas storms, if anything, made Americans aware of the various types of power sources being used to power the
second largest state in America. Wind power, although failed Texas, is certainly an effective source of power.
Freight Shipping is about to use wind power, and the sails are going through the roof. It is 2021, why has no one ever
thought of using the power of the wind to ship freight between the continents!!! It will cut fuel costs, it is better for
air quality in terms of emissions; WHAT A GREAT TIME TO BE ALIVE!!!!

In the News
U.S. Census Bureau Published the Proposed Urban Area Criteria for the 2020 Census
The following announcement is for your information and dissemination. On February 19, 2021, the U.S. Census Bureau published a Federal Register
notice that provided the Bureau’s proposed criteria for defining urban areas based on the results of the 2020 Decennial Census. The U.S. Census
Bureau is requesting public comment on the proposed criteria with written comments to be submitted on or before May 20, 2021. After the public
comment period has closed, the U.S. Census Bureau will publish another Federal Register notice to provide the final criteria for defining urban areas.
The Federal Register notice is available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/19/2021-03412/urban-areas-for-the-2020-censusproposed-criteria. It provides a description of the changes from the final criteria used for the 2010 Census, including:
• Adoption of a housing unit density threshold for qualification of census blocks,
• Qualify urban areas based on a minimum threshold of 4,000 housing units or 10,000 persons instead of a minimum threshold of 2,500
persons,
• Cease distinguishing different types of urban areas,
• Maximum distances of jumps,
• No longer include the low density hop or jump “corridor” in the urban area,
• No longer include low-density territory located within indentations formed during the urban area delineation process, and
• Splitting of large agglomerations of densely settled territory.
Please share this information with your transportation planning partners. If you have questions or comments regarding the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Federal Register notice, please contact:
• Metropolitan Planning Requirements – Corbin Davis at Corbin.Davis@dot.gov,
• Metropolitan Planning Resources – Steve Call at Steven.Call@dot.gov,
• Urban Area Boundaries and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) – Supin Yoder at Supin.Yoder@dot.gov, or
• Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP) – Joe Hausman at Joseph.Hausman@dot.gov.

Bankhead Tunnel to close nightly for utility work starting in
March
•

•
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MOBILE, Ala.- The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) will be closing the Bankhead Tunnel Sundays through Thursdays
between 9 p.m. and 5 a.m. beginning Monday, March 1 through Thursday, March 18.
The closure is a part of a permitting job with Uniti Fiber who will be performing utility work inside of the tunnel.

Motorists should use an alternate route during the closures and are encouraged to use the I-10 Wallace Tunnel or the CochraneAfricatown bridge to bypass the work zone

Spanish Fort Mayor: Highway 31 widening project to be completed in 2 months
by Cory PippinWednesday, February 24th 2021
SPANISH FORT, Ala. (WPMI) — An end is in sight for the years-long construction project along Highway 31 in Spanish Fort.
This Hwy 31 project has gone through numerous phases and spans several miles in front of businesses and homes.
Clay Williams works at the VIP Barbershop on Highway 31. He, other employees, and their customers had to park on the road as crews installed a new
sidewalk in front of the business on Wednesday.
"It'll most definitely improve the traffic flow, we're just ready for them to get it done," said Williams.

But relief is coming.
Spanish Fort Mayor Mike McMillan told NBC 15 News that ALDOT intends to have the $19 million project finished by the end of April.
"I hope so. You know what I mean? But let's see. You know? It ain't us out here doing it," Williams said.
Deann Servos, Executive Director of Prodisee Pantry, said construction has impacted the non-profit's food distribution times, when they often have
hundreds of cars pulling in and out of their parking lot.
"So, we made adjustments to our flow and to our traffic processes. We had to hire some off-duty officers to help us with traffic control. All in all, it
was painful, but not as painful as it could have been," said Servos.
Servos says the expansion will help, especially as they continue to see the need for food increase amid the pandemic.
"We're excited to see it's coming to an end. The community needs this expansion, and we understand that, in the long run, it will make traffic on
Highway 31 safer," Servos said.
Mayor McMillan also said expanding traffic flow is critical, considering the county's rapid growth along the Eastern Shore.

U.S. Driving Last Year Was Lowest in Two Decades, New Data Show
Thursday, February 25, 2021
FHWA 04-21 Contact: Doug Hecox
WASHINGTON – After six consecutive years of gradual increases in vehicle-miles traveled (VMT), the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) today released new year-end estimates showing total U.S. driving fell by 13.2% – from 3.3 trillion VMT in 2019 to 2.83 trillion in
2020. This decrease equates to an estimated reduction of nearly 170 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions.
“As the Biden Administration works to get the pandemic under control and rebuild the economy, the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) is committed to building back better,” said Acting Federal Highway Administrator Stephanie Pollack. “As we get Americans back
to work, we will do our part to offer cleaner transportation options, by investing in transit, and safer streets for biking and walking.”
The latest VMT data, published in FHWA’s December 2020 “Traffic Volume Trends” report – a monthly estimate of U.S. road travel – show
that, combined, all miles driven on public roads and highways in 2020 is the lowest since 2002. Nationwide closures of businesses, schools
and other economic factors related to the nation’s ongoing health crisis are thought to be key factors in the year’s estimated 430.2 billion
VMT decrease.

Despite a significant reduction in overall traffic volume, preliminary data from the USDOT show that roadway fatalities fell only slightly – by
an estimated 2% for the first six months of the year.
At the same time, last year’s traffic decline contributed to cleaner air due to a significant reduction in carbon emissions, which helps
contribute to priority efforts to address the nation’s climate crisis.
The December 2020 “Traffic Volume Trends” report also includes seasonally adjusted data, which is calculated by BTS to account for
seasonal variation in travel and enable VMT comparisons with any other month in any year. The estimates include passenger vehicle, bus
and truck travel.
For the latest FHWA’s “Traffic Volume Trend” data, click here.

Poorly timed traffic signals are an even bigger time waster than previously thought, report finds
Written by Ryan Johnston
FEB 24, 2021 | STATESCOOP
A recent study of roughly two-thirds of the country’s traffic signals revealed that Americans spend about 17.25 million hours waiting for
poorly timed signals every day.
The study, published this month by the transportation data company Inrix, tracked the movements of thousands of connected vehicles
every five seconds as they moved through roughly 210,000 intersections nationwide. Researchers found that nearly 7% of any car ride was
spent waiting at traffic crossings and intersections.
Researchers also tracked certain regions, including Los Angeles County, which topped the study with a total of more than one million daily
delay hours, and Brooklyn, New York, which averaged the longest delay per vehicle at 23.5 seconds.
The report concluded that poor signal timing was responsible for roughly 10% of total traffic delay time, double the figure commonly cited
by a 2004 report from the Federal Highway Administration.
“Emerging research is concluding that this number is likely much higher, with findings from two states estimating roughly 25% of total delay
attributed to signals,” Inrix’s report said. “Our direct measurements of individual vehicles interacting with individual intersections is
consistent with this emerging research.”
Regardless of the exact percentage, cities have taken action over the past several years to reduce congestion on their roadways, to reduce
emissions and improve quality-of-life for commuting residents.
The FHWA recently funded 10 regional programs, with participation from state and local government and universities, to pilot new
technologies built around planning more efficient traffic systems. Inrix itself signed deals last year with several states, including Louisiana,
Oregon and Tennessee, to collect more data about traffic congestion.

Small Towns and Rural Communities Need Transit, Too
Millions of rural Americans don’t have a car. With the pandemic battering transit agencies, they’re being totally isolated.
by Kayla Soren FEBRUARY 25, 2021
With the pandemic taking a devastating toll on local budgets, the U.S. public transit system is battling to survive. For much of the country,
this funding crisis jeopardizes an already withering lifeline.
For many Americans, public transit is the only option to get to work, school, the grocery store, or doctor’s appointments. But nearly half of
us have no access to public transit. And those that do are now confronting limited routes, slashed service times, and limited disability
accommodations.
This isn’t just a worry for people who live in cities — over a million households in rural America don’t have a vehicle. In rural communities
like Wolfe County, Kentucky, Bullock County, Alabama, and Allendale County, South Carolina, fully 20 percent of households don’t have a
car.
Recently, dozens of transit riders and workers joined together for a two-day national community hearing to testify about their needs for
public transit.
“My bus pass is the key to my independence,” testified Kathi Zoern, a rider from Wausau, Wisconsin with a vision impairment. But limited
routes prevent her from performing basic tasks. “I can’t get to the Department of Motor Vehicles to get my voter ID,” she said, “because
it’s outside the city limits.”
Unfortunately, situations like this are typical. Over 80 percent of young adults with disabilities are prevented from doing daily activities due
to a lack of transportation. And there aren’t enough resources to properly train transit workers for accommodating people with disabilities.
Nancy Jackman, a transit mobility instructor from Duluth, Minnesota, helps people with visual or hearing impairments ride transit. But she
feels exhausted from the uphill battle. “Transit workers seem very overworked and underappreciated for the types of problem solving that
is demanded,” she reflected.
Public transit is also crucial for essential workers during the pandemic.
LEARN MORE
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The future of "smart" cities is in street lights
Jennifer A. Kingson Feb 11, 2021
Cities are rushing to replace their legacy street lights with "smart" LED fixtures that could one day be able to find you a parking space,
monitor air quality, and announce an oncoming thunderstorm.
Why it matters: Despite a bumpy and controversial start to some smart street light programs, cities are saving tons of money on energy by
banishing traditional bulbs — and may soon be able to turn a profit by monetizing data from smart LED sensors or leasing space on light
poles.
The big picture: There's been lots of hype about "smart cities," where connected technology helps governments serve us better — but also
lots of money wasted on expensive projects that fizzled or caused public outcry over police use of camera surveillance.
Today, hopes have coalesced around the potential for "smart" street lights, which bear sensors that can do everything from analyzing traffic
patterns to assisting 911 operators.
•
•
•

"Streetlights are becoming the backbone of larger smart city initiatives," per a report by the Northeast Group, a smart cities market
intelligence firm.
Cities will invest $8.2 billion in them in the next 10 years, the report said.
It will take time: "Overall, over 90% of streetlights will be LED by 2029 and 35% will be connected," Northeast Group said.

Cities large and small — including Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Cleveland — have been replacing traditional streetlights
with LEDs, which consume less energy and can be programmed to dim or or brighten as needed.
•
•
•

"Street lighting can be up to 40% of a city's energy bills, so you see huge cost savings across the board," Benjamin Gardner, president
of the Northeast Group, tells Axios.
Sensors placed on streetlights have manifold applications and will have more in the future.
An Intel white paper envisions a day when street lights do everything from traffic and parking control to guiding people out of danger
during an emergency (by flashing in the direction of evacuation).

"The vision here is to augment the existing infrastructure via the cloud to allow data and additional functionality to flow through what was
a dumb asset," Martin Stephenson, head of North America systems & services for Signify, a major connected lighting vendor, tells Axios.
But, but, but: There's been pushback on various fronts.
•
•
•

Surveillance: San Diego got scolded by community activists after its police started using video from its $30 million "Smart
Streetlights" program.
Aesthetics: Light poles gunked up with sensors, cameras and advertisements can look hideous.
Health: "Cities and towns throughout Northern California are issuing ordinances that would exclude new 5G cell sites from
residential areas, citing supposed health concerns," per the WSJ.

Smart street light experts say the industry has taken heed from the San Diego debacle and pulled back on intrusive applications.
What's next: Cities hope eventually to turn their smart street lights into cash cows — some of which is happening today.
•
•
•

The poles can serve as billboards where companies buy ad space.
5G providers and others can pay monthly fees to hang their equipment on light poles.
The brass ring for cities is to compile data from smart street lights and sell it for profit.

The bottom line: "We're seeing a lot of cities buying back their street lights from utilities," Gardner tells Axios.
•

"Because all of a sudden, they've woken up to the fact that, hey — you know, the boring, kind of arcane corner of the municipal
infrastructure space, the street light poles? They're actually critical assets that we need to own and control."

FHWA to host series of Value Capture Strategies webinars
FHWA is hosting a series of Value Capture Strategies webinars beginning in March, 2021. The webinar series will detail the Value Capture
techniques promoted in the Federal Highway Administration’s Every Day Counts initiative. This year’s series focuses on the intersection of
Innovative Finance and Innovative Project Delivery Tools. These webinars will detail more Value Capture best practices collected from
throughout the nation. They will also highlight FHWA’s recently completed Value Capture Primer series of technical documents.
Value Capture is a set of powerful techniques that recover a portion of land value created by public infrastructure investments, and can:
• Address funding gaps;
• leverage and optimize Federal and State resources;
• accelerate project delivery;
• meet and improve system performance goals;
• maintain transportation infrastructure assets in good repair; and,
• save time and money.
The program features subject matter experts and peers who successfully utilized Value Capture in tandem with innovative finance and
project delivery techniques to advance new and modernized infrastructure projects. Registration is free but is limited. Certificates of
Completion and Confirmation of Attendance are available! Register now!
TARGET AUDIENCE
This webinar is intended for professionals from States, cities, counties, Tribes, and metropolitan and rural transportation agencies looking for
innovative funding and financial strategies to pay for transportation projects. This would include professionals involved with directing and

managing aspects of highway-related programs and projects, such as planning, environment, project development, design, construction,
operations, maintenance, and finance.
For additional information, please contact:
Thay Bishop, FHWA Center Innovative Finance Support, 770-650-5894, thay.bishop@dot.gov
Stefan Natzke, FHWA National Systems and Economic Development, 202-366-5010, Stefan.Natzke@dot.gov

FHWA Extends Comment Period on “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices” 60 days
BY LIZ CAREY | FEBRUARY 5, 2021
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) announced this week that it will be extending the comment period on revisions to the “Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices” (MUTCD) 60 days until May 14, 2021.
FHWA said the extension would allow the public more time to participate in the MUTCD’s first major update in more than a decade.
“This important document will set the tone for the future of our transportation system for the years ahead,” Deputy Federal Highway
Administrator Stephanie Pollack said. “We want to ensure our stakeholders have ample opportunity to address the diverse needs of
travelers nationwide.”
The proposed update would advance traffic operations and safety nationwide, the agency said. Extending the public comment period comes
after stakeholders said the additional time would help address the scope and complexity of the proposed amendments.
Originally published in the Federal Register on Dec. 14, 2020, the original comment period was slated to expire on March 15.
FHWA will consider feedback from state and local traffic engineers and other traffic control device stakeholders, as well as the public, in
general, as part of the public comment period process.
Created in 1935, the MUTCD is the federal government’s national standard for all traffic signs, signals, and pavement markings used on all
public streets and highways. The proposed revision offers many proven advancements, the agency said, while remaining flexible to
accommodate new technologies and operational strategies.

U.S. Department of Transportation Releases Draft Strategic Plan on Accessible Transportation
Friday, January 15, 2021
WASHINGTON – The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) this week published a draft of its first Strategic Plan on Accessible
Transportation (Accessibility Strategic Plan), a noteworthy step in making America’s transportation system more accessible for all travelers.
The draft Accessibility Strategic Plan is available for public review and comment, and will be announced this month in the Federal Register.
“This first-of-its-kind Accessibility Strategic Plan creates a unified vision for the Department to achieve access and mobility for all in
transportation,” said Acting U.S. Secretary of Transportation Steven Bradbury.
The draft Accessibility Strategic Plan reflects ongoing and future initiatives across the DOT’s operating administrations to enhance
accessibility and remove barriers in transportation for people with disabilities. It represents a unified vision for progress in accessible
transportation that will guide the DOT’s efforts in Fiscal Years 2021-2025.
DOT also released a Request for Information (RFI) regarding the launch of an Inclusive Design Reference Hub to establish a library of
resources for accessibility in automation, and to work with outside experts to study voluntary best practices for ensuring accessibility in
automated vehicles. Responses to the RFI are requested no later than 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time) on February 19, 2021.

Opportunity Zones
The Department of Transportation has identified transportation assets that fall within Opportunity Zones with the goal of driving
investment of all types to these important areas.
Despite the growing national economy, economically distressed communities are located in every corner of the United States and its
territories. These communities have high levels of poverty, failing schools, job scarcity, and a lack of investment. A new tax incentive—
Opportunity Zones—was created to spur economic development and job creation by encouraging long-term investment in low-income
communities nationwide.
Read about our partner’s roles in Opportunity Zones:
• Housing and Urban Development: Implementation Plan for The White House Opportunity and Revitalization Council
• The IRS: Tax reform creates opportunity zone tax incentive
• Treasury Department Community Development Financial Institutions Fund
The Opportunity Zone designation encourages investment in communities by granting investors extensive Federal tax advantages for
using their capital gains to finance new projects and enterprises. There are more than 8,700 designated Qualified Opportunity Zones
located in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, and five United States territories. Of the Qualified Opportunity Zones 40 percent are in
rural census tracts, 38 percent are in urban tracts, and 22 percent are in suburban tracts.
South Alabama Opportunity Zones

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/subdoc/906/build-fact-sheet2019.pdf

Transportation Dictionary
The USDOT released a searchable online dictionary that includes over 9,000 transportation terms and acronyms. The terms were collected
from a variety of public and private transportation publications and databases. This dictionary presents over 9,000 terms and acronyms
related to transportation. The terms and acronyms were obtained from various transportation publications and databases which exist
within the federal government, private organizations, Canada and Mexico.
Search Tips
·
Sources are listed in parenthesis after the definition.
·
None of the searches are case sensitive. Searching for PEDESTRIAN will produce the same results as searching for
pedestrian.
·
The Dictionary searches for the word, phrase or acronym as it is entered and returns all records that match or contain that word,
phrase or acronym. For example, searching for pedestrian will return records for pedestrian and pedestrian walkway.
Click HERE for the search engine.

